
HOPEWELL II MODEL

THREE HAND AUTOMATIC COMPLICATION 

SELLITA SW200-1 MOVEMENT

FARER.COM

The watch designed to have a full, elegant dial colour. 
Following our distinctive British design philosophy of 
bold colours, interesting textures and unrivalled levels of 
attention to detail. Siting against the deep blue sunray, 
double step, vintage curved dial are the classically shaped 
syringe hands fi nished in British pillar box gloss red. Super 
Lumi-Nova fi nishing is applied to the in-fi ll of the hands and 
in a micro dot pattern around the dial marking each hour 
index. Creating a watch you can’t help but keep looking at.

Designed to be the ultimate classic case for any wrist at 
a size of 39.5mm diameter, 10mm depth and 20mm lugs. 
Crafted out of brushed 316L high grade stainless steel with a 
highly polished back and exhibition glass to view the Swiss 
Made SELLITA SW200-1 automatic movement. The curved 
dial is covered by a boxed cased sapphire crystal domed 
glass that gives the watch a beautiful aesthetic, especially 
when viewing at an angle. Our signature solid bronze 
tapered crown completes the case details, embossed with 
the Farer A marque.



SPECIFICATIONS MOVEMENT 

CASE
39.5mm diameter, 10mm depth, serial numbered

MATERIAL
316L stainless steel

FINISH
Polished case and rim

DIAL
Deep blue sunray, vintage curved, Super-LumiNova 
numerals, date window

HANDS
Metallic postbox red, matt silver second sweep with 
primrose yellow tip, vintage curved, rhodiumplated  

CROWN
Solid bronze crown

GLASS
Domed sapphire crystal glass, exhibition glass on rear

STRAP
Barenia bridle leather, 316L stainless steel 
buckle fastening

LUG
20mm

WATER RESISTANT
5ATM

MOVEMENT
Swiss Made SELLITA SW200-1

PRECISION
Adjusted in two positions with a timing tolerance of 
+/−20 seconds/day.

FUNCTIONS
Hours, minutes, sweep second, date. Stop second 
device for precision time setting.

JEWELS
26

WINDING
Self-winding mechanism

POWER RESERVE
Approximately 38 hours fully wound
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